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1  
Caught on 
Camera

p4 Fashion
Describing clothes (spotty, tight, lacy, etc.); Clothes (fleece, leggings, 
v-neck, etc.); Compound adjectives (short-sleeved, etc.)  
Grammar: order of adjectives
 Radio fashion commentary

p5 Present tense contrast
Dynamic and state verbs (feel, look, etc.)

p6 Big Brother
Looking out for you?
 Opinions on CCTV cameras

p7 Verb patterns
Verb + infinitive or -ing 
form
Verbs that change their 
meaning (hate, hate to, etc.)

p8 Eyeborg
Hearing colours
Vocabulary: adjective prefixes: un-, dis-, in-, im-, il- and ir-

p10 Photo description
 Talking about a photo
Vocabulary: expressions with look (look like, look as if, etc.)

p11 An informal letter
Vocabulary: informal phrases in letters

Get Ready for your Exam 1 p12 • Listening Multiple-choice statements • Speaking Picture comparison • Use of English Multiple-choice gapfill
   • Reading Multiple matching • Writing An informal letter

2  
Looking back

p14 How did you feel?
Feelings (afraid, proud, upset, etc.)
Noun formation from verbs and adjectives (happy, happiness, etc.)
 Talking about feelings

p15 Past tense contrast p16 Remembering the past
Vocabulary: words about war
 Remembrance Day
Project: anniversary announcement

p17 used to
Pronunciation: used to

p18 Amnesia
Identity crisis
 Song: Ugly

p20 Narrating events
Grammar: Exclamatory sentences (How interesting!, etc.)
Vocabulary: phrases for structuring a story
 -ed/-ing adjectives 

p21 Narrative
Narrative time expressions (last 
summer… etc.)
Phrasal verbs (get on, take off, etc.)

 • Language Review Units 1–2 p22 • Skills Round-up Units 1–2 p23

3  
A good job

p24 The world of work
Describing activites at work, hours and pay
Describing work (stressful, menial, rewarding, etc.)
Agent nouns: -er, -or, -ist, -ant, -ian; Useful phrases with work
 Radio job advertisements

p25 Defining relative clauses
who, whose, where, which and that

p26 Education for life?
University in the UK
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs: separable
 A university education

p27 Non-defining relative 
clauses

p28 Reversing roles
A man’s world?; Woman’s work?
Vocabulary: jobs and noun gender

p30 A job interview
Grammar and pronunciation: Question tags
Vocabulary: qualities needed for jobs
 Job interviews

p31 A job application
Vocabulary: forms of address in formal 
letters

Get Ready for your Exam 2 p32 • Reading Missing sentences • Use of English Cloze gapfill • Speaking Situational role-play
  • Listening Matching statements to speakers • Speaking Picture comparison

4 
Body and mind

p34 The human body
Parts of the body (chin, hip, waist, etc.)
 Idioms with parts of the body (pulling my leg, etc.)
Inside the body (bone, lungs, vein, etc.)

p35 Past simple and present perfect 
contrast
Time expressions (yesterday, this 
morning, yet, etc.)

p36 Public health?
A healthy appetite?
Vocabulary: food and nutrition (calories, fibre, vitamins, etc.)
 Health issues
Vocabulary: legal collocations (pass a law, etc.)
Pronunciation: compound nouns

p37 Present perfect 
continuous
Present perfect simple 
or present perfect 
continuous?

p38 All in the mind
Mind over matter?
Vocabulary: homonyms (mind, trip, etc.)
Grammar: clauses expressing purpose

p40 At the doctor’s
Vocabulary: symptoms (dizzy, swollen, etc.)
Giving advice (If I were you …, In your position, I would …, etc..)
 Seeing the doctor
Pronunciation: giving advice

p41 An announcement
Grammar: rhetorical questions

 • Language Review Units 3–4 p42 • Skills Round-up Units 1–4 p43

5 
Tomorrow’s  
world

p44 Computing
Computing (app, username, network, etc.)
Grammar: zero conditional
 In a computer shop
Pronunciation: abbreviations
Noun prefixes (auto-, ex-, etc.)

p45 Speculating and predicting
could, may, might, will
First conditional

p46 Time capsules
 Time capsules in New York
Project: Time capsule

p47 Future perfect and 
future continuous

p48 Visions of the future
Fifty years on
Vocabulary: verb + noun collocations

p50 Talking about plans
Grammar: will, going to, may/might and present continuous
Vocabulary: making, accepting and declining suggestions 
(Shall we…? etc.)
 Weekend plans

p51 An informal email
Grammar: verbs followed by infinitives 
and clauses
Conjunctions/future time clauses 
(when, as soon as, until, etc.)

Get Ready for your Exam 3 p52 • Reading True/False statements • Use of English Word formation gapfill • Speaking Debate
  • Listening Matching • Writing An announcement

6  
Mystery

p54 Crime at the manor
Compound nouns
 Interview with a police officer
Vocabulary: Easily confused words

p55 Reported speech 
(statements)
say and tell

p56 Crime writers
 A crime story

p57 Reported speech  
(questions)

p58 Who was he?
Kaspar Hauser
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs: inseparable

p60 Speculating about events
Grammar: must have, could have, might have, can’t have
Vocabulary: reacting to speculations (No way!, I doubt it, etc.)
 Speculating about news reports
Pronunciation: speculating about events

p61 A formal letter: asking for 
information
Grammar: indirect questions, verbs with 
two objects

 • Language Review Units 5–6 p62 • Skills Round-up Units 1–6 p63

7 
Real  
relationships

p64 Relationships
Dating and relationships
 Talking about couples; Time expressions (after that …,  
the same day … etc.); Three-part phrasal verbs

p65 Comparison
Comparative and superlative adverbs
Less and least
Superlatives and the present perfect
Comparatives, clauses and simple nouns
Double comparatives

p66 Love poems
Love’s secret
One Perfect Rose
 The life of William Blake
Vocabulary: idioms with heart and head

p67 Talking about 
imaginary situations
Second conditional
I wish, If only, I’d rather

p68 Love on the Internet
Can science help you to find love?
Vocabulary: noun + preposition combinations
 Song: This ain’t a love song

p70 Stimulus description
Vocabulary: adjectives to describe venues (crowded, 
romantic, etc.)
Expressing contrast (however, whereas)
Pronunciation: expressing contrast

p71 For and against essay
Vocabulary: presenting arguments

Get Ready for your Exam 4 p72 • Reading Multiple-choice • Speaking Picture-based discussion • Use of English Cloze gapfill
 • Listening True/False • Speaking Picture description

8  
Globetrotters

p74 Getting from A to B
Useful adjectives (cheap, slow, etc.)
Travel compound nouns (buffet car, hard shoulder, etc.)
Pronunciation: word stress
 Travel locations

p75 The passive p76 Explorers
A British Tradition
Vocabulary: expedition adjectives (gruelling, intrepid, etc.) 
Phrasal verbs: set off, look up to, etc.
 Captain Scott’s last expedition

p77 Indefinite pronouns: 
some-, any-, no-, every-

p78 A year away
Travelling with friends
Vocabulary and pronunciation: acronyms

p80 Travel problems
Vocabulary: tourism (campsite, cruise, villa, etc.)
Making a complaint; Pronunciation: complaining
 Holiday complaints

p81 Description of a place
Vocabulary: adjectives describing 
places (breathtaking, isolated, etc.)
Grammar: introductory it

 • Language Review Units 7–8 p82 • Skills Round-up Units 1–8 p83

9 
Money, money,  
money!

p84 Money and payment
Money and payment (bargains, till, etc.)
Talking about shopping; Prepositions: shop for, sold out, etc.
Banking (PIN number, direct debit, etc.)

p85 have something done
Reflexive pronouns

p86 Advertising
Product placement
Vocabulary: advertising (brand, slogan, etc.)
 Opinions on advertising

p87 Third conditional
Pronunciation: have

p88 A charmed life
The World’s Luckiest Man
Vocabulary and pronunciation: preposition + noun phrases
 Song: Doesn’t mean anything

p90 Photo description
Vocabulary: speculating (I can’t be sure, but …, It could be 
that …)
Vocabulary: giving information and opinions

p91 Opinion essay
Structuring an essay
Vocabulary: linking words

Get Ready for your Exam 5 p92 • Listening Short-answer questions • Use of English Multiple-choice gapfill • Speaking Situational role-play
  • Reading Multiple matching • Writing A formal letter

10 
Be creative

p94 Performers
Musical performers (busker, string quartet, etc.)
Describing music (beat, solo, etc.)
Artists and artistic activities
 Musical performances

p95 Participle clauses p96 Music festivals
Vocabulary: compound nouns
 Talking about festivals

p97 Determiners:
all, each, very, every, few, 
little, etc.
Determiner + of

p98 Beautiful minds
Alonzo Clemons and Richard Wawro
Vocabulary: artistic verbs and nouns (sculpt/sculptor, etc.)

p100 Stimulus description 
Grammar: so and such
Pronunciation: giving an opinion
Vocabulary: expressing a strong opinion

p101 Book review
Nominal subject clauses
Vocabulary: describing books and 
stories

 • Language Review Units 9–10 p102 • Skills Round-up Units 9–10 p103
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